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Abstract
Detecting marine vehicle spectrum signature from hydrophone at low false alarm rate and high
detection rate in an environment of various interference is a very difficult problem. To overcome
this problem, an observation space is created by sampling and dividing input analog acoustic
signal into digital signal in multiple frames and each frame is transformed into the frequency
domain; then an Adaptive Constant False Alarm Rate (ACFAR) and Post Detection Fusion
algorithms have been proposed for an effective automatic detection of marine vehicle generated
acoustic signal spectrum signature. The proposed algorithms have been tested on several real
acoustic signals. The statistical analysis and experimental results showed that the proposed
algorithm has kept a very low false alarm rate and extremely high detection rate.
Keywords: Target Spectrum Signature Detection, Multi-frame Acoustic Signal Processing, TimeFrequency Domain, Adaptive Constant False Alarm Rate (ACFAR).

1. INTRODUCTION
For the urgent needs of China's national defense and ocean defense in the coastal areas, the
deployment of deep-sea underwater sonar detection system network, will greatly enhance the
ability of monitoring and controlling of various kind of ships, including unmanned ships and
submarine activities in China Sea. The establishment of sonar detection network system can
weaken the combat capability of foreign underwater ships and submarines in many ways, which
is the foundation of the concept of Airsea battle. Moreover, if the sonar real-time detection system
can be deployed to the Yellow Sea, South China Sea and East China sea bottom, and can be
linked as a network, the unexpected marine vehicles, such as submarine can only stay outside of
the network coverage. This will greatly weaken the foreign troops in the conflict in the coastal
areas near main land China.
With the increase of unauthorized arrivals, drug smugglers, illegal fishing and a range of other
border threats the border protection becomes more and more important to the international
community. An alarming system which can detect and report the existence of alien marine
vehicles is becoming an urgent task for the authority.
The author is targeting the applications on these aspects by successfully developed a very
effective acoustic signal detection algorithm, which can be used for detection and monitoring of
illegal activities on the wide range of coastlines by detecting any unexpected marine vehicles by
means acoustic techniques [1]-[7].
This paper is focused on the theoretical algorithms development and experimental research of
automatic detection of acoustic signals, especially for boat generated signals by hydrophone [8][14]. In this paper, an observation space is created by dividing input acoustic signals into multiple
frames, and each frame is sampled and transformed into the frequency domain. The multiple
frame signal processing algorithm is proposed in this paper for the purpose of increasing the
probability of final detection. Some samples of the observation space are shown in Fig. 1, in
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which, the horizontal axis is frequency in Hz, and vertical is time in seconds (or number of
frames). We can also see that there are not only the vertical frequency strips that are generated
by marine vehicles, but also some curved strips that are caused by multi-path effects due to
shallow water environment.

FIGURE 1: Samples of Observation Space (Time and frequency space).

The concept of Constant False Alarm Rate and its application had been used in radar system for
a long time [15]-[25]. But there is no appropriate CFAR algorithm was proposed in sonar system,
especially for the practical applications. In this paper, an Adaptive Median Constant False Alarm
Rate (MCFAR) algorithm in time-frequency domain has been proposed for automatic detection of
boat generated acoustic signals in each frame, in which a low constant false alarm rate is kept
with relatively high detection rate first. Then, a post detection fusion algorithm with time (or
number of frames) is proposed to increase probability of final detection and make the whole
detection more robust. The proposed algorithms have been tested on real acoustic signals
received and recorded from hydrophone, which were generated by real marine vehicles, called
‘Kimbla’, ‘Ferry’, ‘Naiad1’, ‘Naiad2’, ‘Reef heron1’, ‘Reef heron2’ and ‘Kuala Lumpur’.

2. OPTIMUM DETECTION STRUCTURE UNDER THE NEYMAN-PEARSON
CRITERION
2.1 Optimum detection structure under the Neyman-Pearson criterion for a single bin in
a given frame and a frequency bin
The acoustic signal detection and multi-frame fusion algorithms proposed in this paper are
structured based on the Neyman-Pearson (NP) criterion [26]-[30]. This criterion is suitable for
target detection application either in sonar or radar systems. The observation space of the
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detector is shown in Fig. 2, in which horizontal direction represent frequency (number of
frequency bins), and vertical direction represent time (number of frames).
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FIGURE 2: Observation Space for The Acoustic Signal Neyman-Pearson Detector.

The following analysis is based on the signal in the frequency domain [31]-[32], in i th frame and
j th frequency bin. The hypothesis test assumes:

H 0 : xi , j  ni , j ,

(1)

H1 : xi , j  si , j  ni , j .

Where n i is the noise sample in i th frame and j th frequency bin, si is the signal sample in i th
frame and
algorithm.

j th frequency bin, in which i  0,1,...,M  1 is the index of frames in the proposed

We assume that the noise in all frequency bins are independent and has the same Gaussian
2
probability distribution with the mean  N and variance  N2 , i.e. ni , j  N (  N ,  N
) . The signal

S i , j in all different frequency bins are non-random constants. These assumptions are quite true
for the short period of observation of 15 to 20 seconds.
In H 0 hypothesis, we assume that the received digital signals in i th frame and j th frequency bin
only contain noise. In H 1 hypothesis, we assume that the received digital sequences in i th frame
and j th frequency bin contain signal and noise.
Thus, the probability distribution function (pdf) of

x i , j under the hypothesis H 0 , is shown in

equation (2).

p0 ( x i , j ) 

1
2  N

exp[

( xi, j   N )2
2 N2

]

(2)

Similarly, the probability distribution function (pdf) of x i , j , under the hypothesis H 1 , is shown in
equation (3).
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p0 ( x i , j ) 

1
2  N

exp[

( xi, j  Si, j   N )2
2 N2

(3)

]

In order to keep a constant false alarm rate and maximize the signal detection probability in each
frequency bin, a Median CFAR algorithm is proposed in the paper, which will be described in
section 4. In which a floating threshold ximedian
is the median value of the frequency bins that are
,j
covered by a sliding window, i.e.



ximedian
 Median xi , j  k , xi , j  k 1 , , xi , j , xi , j 1 , , xi , j  k
,j



(4)

The Median filter size is (2k  1), in which k  1,2,3 .
We assume the median window size is big enough to exclude the existent signal in i th frame and
is an accurate estimate of the neighborhood noise. So, the
j th frequency bin, so the ximedian
,j
probability distribution function (pdf) of the ximedian
in different frames and frequency bins also has
,j
a Gaussian probability distribution with the mean  N and the variance  N2 , i.e.

p( ximedian
)
,j

1
2  N

exp[

( ximedian
  N )2
,j
2 N2

]

(5)

Hence, the hypothesis after Median CFAR operation becomes
H 0 : xˆ ij  x i , j  x imedian
 ni , j  nimedian
,
,j
,j
median
H 1 : xˆ ij  x i , j  x i , j
 si , j  ni , j  nimedian
.
,j

(6)

Based on the law- “the linear combination of independent Gaussian random variables is still a
Gaussian random variable [28]”. We also know that x i , j under both H 0 and H 1 hypothesis obeys
a Gaussian distribution.
So, under the H 0 hypothesis, the mean of xˆ i , j is shown in equation (7).

E{ xˆ i , j }  E{ni , j  nimedian
}  E{ni , j }  E{nimedian
}   N   N  0,
,j
,j

(7)

The variance of xˆ i , j is calculated and shown in equation (8).

 x2ˆ i , j  E{( xˆ i , j  E{ xˆ i , j })2 }  E{(ni , j  nimedian
 E{ni , j }  E{nimedian
})2 }
,j
,j

 E{(ni , j  E{ni , j })2 }  2 E{(ni , j  E{ni , j })(nimedian
 E{nimedian
})}  E{(nimedian
 E{nimedian
})2 }
,j
,j
,j
,j

(8)
Since ni , j and nimedian
are independent,
,j

E{(ni , j  E{ni , j })(nimedian
 E{nimedian
})}  0,
,j
,j
The equation (8) becomes,
 x2ˆ i , j  E {(ni , j  E {ni , j })2 }  E {(nimedian
 E {nimedian
})2 }
,j
,j
  N2   N2  2 N2
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Thus, the probability distribution of xˆ i , j under H 0 is shown in equation (11).

p0 ( xˆ i , j ) 

1
4  N

exp[

( xˆ i , j ) 2
4 N2

]

(11)
Similarly, under the H 1 hypothesis,
The mean xˆ i , j is shown in equation (12).

E{ xˆ i , j }  E{ si , j  ni , j  nimedian
}  si , j
,j

(12)

The variance of xˆ i , j is calculated and shown in equation (13).

 x2ˆ i , j  E{( xˆ i , j  E{ xˆ i , j })2 }

 E{(si . j  ni , j  nimedian
 si , j ) 2 }
,j
2
 2 N

(13)

So, the probability distribution of xˆ i , j under H 1 hypothesis is shown in equation (14).

p1 ( xˆ i , j ) 

1
4  N

exp[

( xˆ i , j  s i , j ) 2
4 N2

]

(14)

The pictures of p 0 ( xˆ i , j ) and p1 ( xˆ i , j ) are shown in Fig. 3.

FIGURE 3: Probability distributions of p 0 ( xˆ i , j ) and p1 ( xˆ i , j ) after Median CFAR operation

Since in the passive sonar applications, we do not know the priori probabilities P( H 0 ) and

P( H1 ) , but we know the probability distribution ( pdf s) of signal and noise. In this case, NeymanPearson ( NP ) is applied, in which under the specified constant false alarm rate P fa ( i , j ) , the
probability of detection PD ( i , j ) is maximized.
In Fig. 3, the probability of false alarm detection of the given bin - P fa ( i , j ) is the area of the
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function p 0 ( xˆ i , j ) above the detection threshold -  i, j , i.e.




P fa ( i , j ) 






i, j

p0 ( 
xi , j )dxˆ i , j

i, j

1

exp[

4  N

( xˆ i , j ) 2
4 N2

(15)

]dxˆ i , j   i , j

The probability of the detection of the given bin - PD ( i . j ) is the area of the function p1 ( xˆ i , j ) above
the detection threshold -  i, j , i.e.

PD ( i , j ) 






i, j





p1 ( 
xi , j )dxˆ i , j

i, j

1

exp[

4  N

( xˆ i , j  s i , j ) 2
4 N2

(16)

]dxˆ i , j   i , j

Based on the Neyman-Pearson criterion, the goal of keeping the false alarm rate P fa ( i , j ) in an
acceptable level, and maximizing the detection rate PD ( i . j ) can be achieved by using a
likelihood rate test (LRT) [26].
The likelihood rate test of the above hypothesis can be represented as:

H 0 : ( xˆ i , j ) 
H 1 : ( xˆ i , j ) 

p1 ( xˆ i , j )
p 0 ( xˆ i , j )
p1 ( xˆ i , j )
p 0 ( xˆ i , j )

  i, j
(17)

  i, j

Replacing p 0 ( xˆ i , j ) and p1 ( xˆ i , j ) with equations (11) and (14), we can obtain the likelihood rate,
which is shown in equation (18).

 ( xˆ i , j ) 
 exp{

p1 ( xˆ i , j )

 exp{

p 0 ( xˆ i , j )
s i , j ( 2 xˆ i , j  s i , j )
4 N2

( xˆ i , j  s i , j ) 2
4 N2



( xˆ i , j ) 2
4 N2

}
(18)

}

Thus, the likelihood rate test shown in equation (17) can be simplified by replacing with equation
(18),

H 0 : xˆ i , j 
H 1 : xˆ i , j 

[ si2, j  4 N2 ln( i , j )]
[ si2, j

2 si , j
 4 N2 ln( i , j )]

(19)

2 si , j

Then, the optimum threshold  i, j can be represented in the following equation:

i , j 

[ si2, j  4 N2 ln( i , j )]
2 si , j
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If we assume that the signal strength and noise (or clutter) level are constant in all bins in
different frames during the observation period, (This is quite true for the 15 to 20 seconds
observation time.) the optimum threshold is also constant for bins during the same observation
period, i.e.



[ s 2  4 N2 ln( )]
s 2 N2 ln( )
( 
)
2s
2
s

(21)

We can see that the optimum detection threshold is a function of the signal strength s and the
noise level  N2 .
2.2 Detector Performance Measurement After Post-Detection Fusion
The post-detection fusion algorithm after single frame detection is described in Section 3, in
equations (32) to (37).
The output of single frame detection can be described in the following vector,

Y  [ y 0 , y1 ,  , y j ,  , y ( L1) ]

(22)

Where the output of j th bin is represented in equation (23).
M 1

yj 

y

(23)

i, j

i 0

Where the y i , j is shown in equation (24).
1,

y 
ij

0,

(x
 x median )  
i, j
i, j
i, j
otherwise

(24)

In order to calculate the performance of our detector, we need to calculate the following
probabilities.
Since y i , j can be treated as a binary random variable, the probability of y i , j  1 is shown in
equation (25).
P[ yi , j  1]
 P[( x i , j  x imedian
)  i , j ]
,j
 P ( H 0 ) P fa ( i , j )  P ( H 1 ) PD ( i , j )

(25)

Replace equations (15) and (16) in equation (25), we obtain,

P[ y i , j  1]  P ( H 0 )





i, j

1
4  N

exp[

( xˆ i , j ) 2
4 N2

]dxˆ i , j  P ( H 1 )





i, j

1
4  N

exp[

( xˆ i , j  s i , j ) 2
4 N2

]dxˆ i , j

(26)
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Similarly, we can obtain,

P[ y i , j  0]  P ( H 0 )



i , j

1

exp[

4  N



( xˆ i , j ) 2
4 N2

]dxˆ i , j  P ( H 1 )



i , j

1
4  N



exp[

( xˆ i , j  s i , j ) 2
4 N2

]dxˆ i , j

(27)
So, the probability of k (k=0, 1, 2, …,M) bins successfully detected in M frames in j th frequency
bins is calculated in the following equation.
M 1

P[ y j  k ]  P[

y

i, j

 k]

i 0

k
 CM
{ P[ y i , j  1]}k { P[ y i , j  0]} M  k

M!

{P( H 0 )
k! ( M  k )!
{P( H 0 )



i , j

1
4  N







1

i, j

exp[

4  N
( xˆ i , j ) 2
4

2
N

exp[

( xˆ i , j ) 2
4 N2

]dxˆ i , j  P ( H 1 )

]dxˆ i , j  P ( H 1 )



i , j

1
4  N







( xˆ i , j  s i , j ) 2

1

exp[
]dxˆ i , j } k .
4 N2
4  N
( xˆ i , j  s i , j ) 2
exp[
]dxˆ i , j } M  k
2
4 N
i, j

(28)
Thus, the probability of detection in j th bin after post-detection fusion can be calculated as
follows.

PD ( j )  P[ y j   j ]
j



 P[ y

j

 k]

k 0

j




k 0

M!
{ P( H 0 )
k! ( M  k )!
{ P( H 0 )



i , j



1
4  N





1

exp[

( xˆ i , j ) 2
4 N2

]dxˆ i , j  P ( H 1 )

4  N
( xˆ i , j ) 2
exp[
]dxˆ i , j  P ( H 1 )
4 N2
i, j



i , j





1
4  N



1

exp[

( xˆ i , j  s i , j ) 2
4 N2

4  N
( xˆ i , j  s i , j ) 2
exp[
]dxˆ i , j } M  k
4 N2

i, j

]dxˆ i , j } k .

(29)
Where  j is the final detection threshold, and its value is in the range of 0 to M.
The false alarm rate in the detection of in j th bin after post-detection fusion can be given in
equation (30).

P fa ( j )  1  PD ( j )
j

 1


k 0

M!
{ P( H 0 )
k! ( M  k )!
{ P( H 0 )



i , j







1
4  N

1

exp[

( xˆ i , j ) 2
4 N2

]dxˆ i , j  P ( H 1 )

4  N
( xˆ i , j ) 2
exp[
]dxˆ i , j  P ( H 1 )
4 N2
i, j



i , j







1
4  N

1

exp[

( xˆ i , j  s i , j ) 2
4 N2

4  N
( xˆ i , j  s i , j ) 2
exp[
]dxˆ i , j } M  k
4 N2

i, j

]dxˆ i , j } k .

(30)
Based on equations (29) and (30), we can see that both probabilities of detection and false alarm
rate of our detector after post-detection fusion are the functions of signal strength, noise power,
(i.e. SNR), probability threshold (  j / M ), fusion frame number (M) and potential function of
Median CFAR window length.
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3. MULTI-FRAME ACOUSTIC SIGNAL PROCESSING AND DETECTION
ALGORITHM IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
A multi-frame acoustic signal processing and detection algorithms in the frequency domain are
proposed in this paper, as summarized in Fig. 4.

FIGURE 4: Multi-Frame Acoustic Signal Processing and Detection Algorithm.

Acoustic signals from hydrophone are converted into digital signals based on the Nyquist
Sampling Theorem (Criterion) [33]-[38], imposing a sampling rate larger than twice the maximum
signal frequency. In our experiments, we used a sampling rate of 2048 Hz, so the maximum
frequency we are interested is 1024 Hz. Then, the digital signal (converted from analog input
signal) is divided into frames. Each frame lasts T seconds, and in our experiments the T was
chosen as 0.5 seconds with the sampling rate 2048 Hz, so the data processing period in digital
format is N=1024.
In order to detect acoustic signal (typically boat generated signals), the digital signals need to be
transformed into the frequency domain frame by frame. In our experiment, the digital signals are
transformed into the frequency domain by using FFT, which is the fastest and most effective
algorithm for Digital Fourier Transform (DFT). Since the data processing period in digital format is
1024 in our experiment, we choose the same length as FFT length, which is also 1024 points.
Some frame pre-processing in the frequency domain is necessary before we start detecting
signal frequencies, which includes DC removal and spectrum frame vector normalization. DC
removal is required because all acoustic signals have a DC component (sometimes very strong),
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which is not part of the signal generated by a target boat, but can affect our target frequency
components detection results. The DC component is removed, also because it does not carry any
useful information.
In order to deal with various input signal strength and make the whole automatic detection robust,
‘single frame spectrum magnitude normalization’ is performed in the frequency domain. At this
stage, each element in the frame vector is divided by the magnitude of the vector (geometric
length). After normalization, a magnitude amplification of 40 dB (100 times) is used to give the
signal a reasonable dynamic value range.
The single frame spectrum vector is normalized by its vector length, which is described as
follows,
i
X norm
 k f  X TF

X TF

kf 

x i 0 , x i1 , , x i( L1) T

(31)

x i20  x i21    x i2( L1)

In which i is frame index, and k f is a scaling factor that keep the whole vector in a reasonable
dynamic range, in our experiments,
Then, an adaptive median CFAR
Rate threshold in a single frame,
value of its sliding window. After
threshold, and if the difference is

k f is chosen as 40 dB.

algorithm is proposed to calculate the Constant False Alarm
in which the threshold for each frequency bin is the median
that, the input signal spectrum is compared with the CFAR
bigger than a constant threshold  , it is reported as target

frequency, otherwise it is treated as background noise. The

1



is called sensitivity of our

detection system. The bigger the  is, the less sensitive is our detection system. Since the
CFAR threshold in each bin is calculated based on its neighborhood noise, it will keep our
automatic detection system at low and constant false alarm rate.
The Adaptive Median Constant False Alarm Rate (Adaptive Median CFAR) threshold vector
X imedian is calculated by passing X inorm into a Median filter (Where the i is the frame index, and
the properties and size of this filter will be discussed in the next section.), which is
T
X imedian  [ x imedian
, x imedian
,  , x imedian
,  , x imedian
,0
,1
,j
, L1 ]

(32)

Where i is the frame index, and j  0,1,  , L 1 is the frequency bin index, and each threshold
element is,



norm
norm
norm
norm
x imedian
 Median x inorm
,j
, j  k , x i , j  k 1 ,  , x i , j , x i , j 1 ,  , x i , j  k



(33)

In which, the Median filter size is (2k  1), and k  1,2,3 . And the single frame detection result is a
binary vector, which is based on the comparison of the vectors X inorm and X imedian , and the output
is shown in equation (34),





Yi  y i 0 , y i1 ,  , y i ( L1) T

(34)

Where the i is the frame index, the j is the frequency bin index, and y ij ( j  0,1,  , L  1) is single
frame detection output, which is,






norm
 x ithreshold

 1, x i , j
,j
y ij  
 0, otherwise
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where  is a constant threshold, and

1



is called sensitivity in our experiments. The smaller

the  , the more sensitive is our detector.
Based on the Neyman-Pearson criterion, the most important aspect in target frequency
components detection is to increase the probability of detection. Accordingly, the fusion of single
frame detection results over time (i.e. over a number of frames) was used to increase the final
detection probability. A typical value of fusion time for sonar buoy acquired signals is about 15
seconds, which is corresponds to about 15 frames in our testing system.
The ‘Integrated Detection vector’ is,
p  [ p 0, p1, , p( L1) ]
M 1



M 1

Y  [ y
i

i 0

i 0 , y i1 ,..., y i ( L1) ]

(36)

i 0

The p vector is a description of the frequency (or times) of single frame detection of each
frequency bin, and final detection is based on the distribution function. In order to make the
performance of the detection system more robust, especially for weak signals, the ‘Integrated
Detection Vector’ is normalized by its geometric magnitude ( p / p ) and amplified by a scaling
factor k p (40 dB), in which the final detection will be more robust and reliable.

4. MEDIAN CONSTANT FALSE ALARM RATE DETECTION ALGORITHM IN
THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
Based on the Neyman-Person criterion, in order to reduce false alarm rate during the target
signal detection, an adaptive median CFAR algorithm is proposed in this paper, in which acoustic
target signals are detected with a low false alarm and relative high detection rates in the
frequency domain. The first step is to transform input acoustic signals into the frequency domain
by using FFT, then, an optimizes algorithm will be used to detect target generated frequency
components. The basic idea of the proposed algorithm is that for each frequency bin, use
different adaptive CFAR (Constant False Alarm Rate) thresholds rather than a single, constant
threshold (which is often the case in acoustic systems) [24]-[33]. The threshold of each frequency
bin is based on its surrounding background noise. The higher the background noise, the higher
the threshold is set. To the best of our knowledge, while this idea is often used in radar system to
obtain lower false alarm rate with relatively higher target detection rate, it is applied here for the
first time to sonar-generated acoustic signals, especially for the proposed Median CFAR
algorithm. Moreover, the Median CFAR algorithm uses a Median Filter Window centered around
each frequency bin to calculate the threshold value for the input signals.
Since the median filter is good at removing high frequency spike noise, it is a very good way to
calculate threshold vector without being affected by existent signals. The relationship between
input signal spectrum vector and its threshold vector is same as passing an input signal spectrum
into a Median Filter (in frequency domain), and output signal is our threshold vector, which is
shown in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5: Relationships Among Input Acoustic Signal, Its Spectrum And Threshold.
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The Adaptive Median CFAR algorithm is superior over the Average CFAR algorithm, since in the
Average CFAR algorithm every pixel in the averaging window will affect the threshold, especially
when the signal or a noise spike is strong. The major advantage of the Median filter is its ability to
remove interference such as a strong signal or noise spikes without affecting the sharpness of
edges retaining sharp edges after filtering. Conversely, with an averaging LPF (low pass filter),
which is equivalent to the Average CFAR algorithm, sharp edges will be blurred after filtering. The
strong signal is a major interference, affecting its accuracy when calculating the threshold.
Further evidence of the superiority of the median filter with respect to average filters for the
description of the background process can be found in [26]-[31].
The size of Median Filter window is an odd number, which can be 3,5,7,  , (2k  1) . The principle
of the Median CFAR algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 6 by using a window size of 5, which has been
proved to be appropriate in our experimental application.
Input Single Frame
Signal Spectrum Vector

xinorm
0

xinorm
1

…

Corresponding CFAR
Threshold Vector

x imedian
x imedian
0
1

…

norm
xinorm
xijnorm xinorm
( j  2 ) x i ( j 1)
( j 1)

xinorm
( j  2)

…

xinorm
xinorm
( L 2)
( L 1)

…

median
x imedian
( L 2) x i ( L1)

Median CFAR
Filter
median
x imedian
x imedian
x ijmedian x imedian
( j  2)
( j  2) x i ( j 1)
( j 1)

FIGURE 6: Median CFAR Algorithm Principle.

The threshold vector is calculated by passing a sliding window through the input frequency
vector. Each threshold is the median value of the frequency bins that are covered by sliding
window. As is shown in Fig. 6, the threshold of the ith frame and jth frequency bin with the
proposed Median CFAR window size of (2k+1), is shown in equation (37).



norm
norm
norm
x ijmedian  Median x inorm
, x inorm
( j  k ) ,  , x i ( j 1) , x ij
( j 1) ,  , x i ( j  k )



(37)

Where i  0,1,2, , ( M  1) is index of frames, j  0,1,2, , ( j  2), ( j  1), j, ( j  1), ( j  2), , ( L  1) is the
frequency bin number, L is the single frame vector length in frequency domain and is also the
FFT length, and the window size is (2k  1) . And in order to deal with edge pixel situation, both
input signal spectrum vector and threshold vector are treated as wrapped period signals.
The proposed adaptive CFAR (Constant False Alarm Rate) algorithm is used to detect targets
generated frequency components with relatively high detection rate while maintaining a low and
constant false alarm rate. The size of the Median window has to be an odd number, which has an
effect on the output threshold signal. In the experimentation 3, 5 and 7 have been chosen. The
impact of the window size is shown in Figure 10, where it can be seen that the larger the window
size, the lower frequency components exist on the output threshold image.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH THE PROPOSED MEDIAN CFAR AND
MULTI-FRAME FUSION ALGORITHM IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
The test signals are provided by Soncom PTY LTD, which are from ‘C-Buoy/Off-Buoy Processor
Sea Trials’ at Low Islets on 17 June, 2002 in Australia. These real sonar signals are original
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sampled at sampling rate of 44100 Hz, and down sampled into 2205 Hz, in order to meet our
target detection experimental purposes. These acoustic signals generated by marine vehicles are
called ‘Kimbla’, ‘Ferry’, ‘Naiad1’, ‘Naiad2’, ‘Reef heron1’, ‘Reef heron2’ and ‘Kuala Lumpur’ for the
following reference.
5.1 Median CFAR Algorithm Single Frame Acoustic Signal Detection Test
The proposed Median CFAR algorithm has been tested on single frame real acoustic signal,
which is shown in Fig. 7(a). We can see that there is a very strong signal component located
about 160 Hz (the strength is about 23 dB.), and there are also some harmonic frequency
components around 1000 Hz, but are much smaller than the main one.

(a) ‘Kimbla’ boat single frame signal spectrum

(c) ‘Kimbla’ signal spectrum threshold obtained by
applying a Median CFAR Window Size of 5

(b) ‘Kimbla’ signal spectrum threshold obtained by
applying a Median CFAR Window Size of 3

(d) ‘Kimbla’ signal spectrum threshold obtained by
applying a Median CFAR window size of 7

FIGURE 7: 'Kimbla' real acoustic signal single frame spectrum and its Median CFAR thresholds.

Fig. 7 (b), (c) and (d) show us the threshold signal spectrum (vector) obtained by applying a
Median CFAR window with the window size of 3, 5 and 7 respectively. We can see that the bigger
the window size, the smoother is the threshold signal (vector) (less high frequency components).
Although there are some spikes in the threshold images, such spikes (less than 4 or 5 dB) are
much smaller than signals (about 23 dB). Overall, we can also see that the thresholds in all three
cases are all below 4.5 dB in their strength, which are much smaller than the main signal strength
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of 23 dB.
The example results of single frame acoustic signal (shown in Fig. 7) detection by using the
proposed Median CFAR Algorithm are shown in Fig. 8.

(
a
)
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e
t
e
c
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(a) Detected target
frequency with
e
Median CFAR algorithm
window size
d
of 3 and default sensitivity.

(b) Detected target frequency with
Median CFAR algorithm window
size of 5 and default sensitivity.

(c) Detected target frequency with
Median CFAR algorithm window
size of 7 and default sensitivity.

T
FIGURE a8: 'kimbla' real acoustic signal single frame detection results by using Median CFAR
thresholds.
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(c) Kimbla boat signal spectrum threshold image
obtained by applying a Median CFAR window size
of 5 on original signal spectrum.

(d) Kimbla boat signal spectrum threshold image
obtained by applying a Median CFAR window size
of 7 on original signal spectrum.

FIGURE 9: Effect of Median CFAR Window Size On Threshold Signals.

Fig. 9 (a) shows us the ‘Kimbla’ boat signal spectrum over multiple frames, and Fig. 9 (b), (c) and
(d) show us the threshold image signal obtained by using the proposed Median CFAR algorithm
with the window sizes of 3, 5 and 7 respectively. We can that the bigger the Median CFAR
window, the more blurring of the threshold images.
Example test results of multiple frames detection by using the proposed algorithm are shown in
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, which include original signal spectrum, Median CFAR thresholds image
calculated by the proposed algorithm, single frame detection results image and time fusion
results.

(a) Detected target frequencies by
using Median CFAR algorithm
with the window size of 3 and
default sensitivity.

(b) Detected target frequencies by
using Median CFAR algorithm with
window size of 5 and default
sensitivity.

(c) Detected target frequencies by
using Media CFAR algorithm with
the window size of 7 and default
sensitivity.

FIGURE 10: Multiple Frame Target Detection Results

Fig. 10 (a), (b) and (c), show us that the detection results of ‘Kimbla’ boat acoustic signal by using
the Median CFAR algorithm with window size of 3, 5 and 7, respectively, and with the default
sensitivity. We can see that with the increase of the window size from 3, 5 to 7, a few more
frequency pieces are detected with the bigger window size, i.e. more frequency pieces detected
in (c) than (b), and more frequency pieces detected in (b) than (a). Based on the results above,
we found out that a Median CFAR window size of 5 was the best in the three test cases, as the
boat generated frequency components are correctly detected, but not much noise or harmonic
frequency components come in.
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The multiple frame fusion results of the signals shown in Fig. 10 are shown in Fig. 11.

(a) Integrated detected target frequency
components with Median CFAR
algorithm (window size of 3 and default
sensitivity).

(b) Integrated detected target
frequency components with Median
CFAR algorithm (window size of 5
and default sensitivity)

(c)
Integrated
detected
target
frequency components with Median
CFAR algorithm (window size of 7
and default sensitivity).

FIGURE 11: Multiple Frame Target Frequency Detection And Fusion Results .

Fig. 11 (a), (b) and (c), show us the fusion-of-detection results on ‘Kimbla’ boat acoustic signal by
using the proposed Median CFAR algorithm with window size of 3, 5 and 7, respectively, and with
the default sensitivity. We can see that the correct detection rates of the main frequency
component (about 160 Hz in this test case) are 91% (20/22), 96% (21/22) and 96% (21/22)
respectively with Fig. 11 (a), (b) and (c). In this case, the size of Median CFAR window will be
chosen based on the ability of resistance to interference (existent signal or noise spikes) on its
Median CFAR threshold calculation. For example, the Median CFAR Algorithm with the window
size of 3 can resist one interference (existent signal or noise spike); the Median CFAR Algorithm
with the window size of 5 can resist two interferences, whereas the Median CFAR Algorithm with
the window size of 7 can resist three. Based on the analysis above, we believe that overall a
Median CFAR window size of 5 is the best trade-off in all these experiments.
5.3 Robust Test of The Proposed Median CFAR and Multi-Frame Fusion Algorithm
The robustness of the proposed Median CFAR and multi-frame fusion has been extensively
tested on various different real acoustic signals, which include ‘Ferry’, ‘Naiad1’, ‘Naiad2’, ‘Reef
heron1’, ‘Reef heron2’ and ‘Kuala Lumpur’ boat signals, and ‘White Gaussian Noise’. The
experimental results shown in these tests include signal spectrum image, Median CFAR
thresholds image, detected frequency components and frame (time) fusion results.
5.3.1 “Ferry” Boat Signal Multiple Frame Detection and Fusion Test
The proposed Median CFAR and multi-frame fusion algorithm has been tested on “Ferry” boat
signal, and the test results of the ‘Ferry’ test case with multiple frame detection and fusion are
shown in Fig. 12.
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(a) ‘Ferry’ boat signal spectrum over multiple frames

(c) Detected target frequency components by using
the proposed Median CFAR algorithm with
window size of 5 and default sensitivity

(b) ‘Ferry’ signal spectrum threshold image
calculated by proposed Median CFAR algorithm
with window size of 5

(d) Integrated detected target frequency
components with frames (time)

FIGURE 12: Multiple frame frequency components detection and fusion results (“Ferry” signal by using the
proposed adaptive CFAR algorithm with window size of 5).

Fig. 12 (a) shows us that the “Ferry” boat signal has a pretty wide frequency band, which spreads
between about 60 to 450 Hz, with the main frequency component at about 440 Hz, and the
strength of these frequency components are between 10 to 25 dB. Fig. 12 (b) shows us the
Median CFAR threshold image of Fig. 12 (a), in which we can see that the higher the background
noise, the higher the threshold, and threshold image strength values are between 5 to 15 dB. Fig.
12 (c) shows us the detected target frequency components by using the proposed Median CFAR
Algorithm, in which we can see that the main frequency around 440 Hz has been successfully
detected. Some other frequency components between 60 to 450 Hz are also successfully
detected. Fig. 12 (d) shows us the integrated detected target frequency components of Fig. 12
(c), in which we can see that the detection rates of the two biggest frequency components
(around 440 and 70 Hz) are 55% (12/22) and 32% (7/22), and these two main frequency
components are finally successfully detected by vector (distribution) normalization and final
thresholding, and their detected frequencies are 71.06 Hz and 439.28 Hz. Fig. 12 (d), also shows
us that there are some frequency components between 60 and 450 Hz, in which their detection
rates are relatively lower, and they did not cross the final threshold after distribution
normalization.
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5.3.2 “Naiad1” Boat Signal Multiple Frame Detection and Fusion Test
The proposed Median CFAR and multi-frame fusion algorithm has also been tested on “Naiad1”
boat signal. The test results of the ‘Naiad1’ test case with multiple frame detection and fusion are
shown in the Fig. 13.

(a) ‘Naiad1’ signal spectrum over multiple frames

(c) Detected target frequency components by
using the proposed Median CFAR algorithm
with window size of 5 and default sensitivity.

(b) ‘Naiad1’ signal spectrum threshold
image calculated by the proposed Median
CFAR algorithm with window size of 5.

(d)
Integrated
detected
target
frequency
components by using the proposed Median CFAR
algorithm with window size of 5 and default
sensitivity

FIGURE 13: Multiple frame target frequency detection and fusion results of ‘Naiad1’ by using the proposed
Median CFAR algorithm with window size of 5.

Fig. 13 (a) shows us that the ‘Naiad1’ boat signal has a pretty narrow frequency band, mainly
located around 190 Hz, with some small pieces around 580 Hz, and the strength of these
frequency components are between 30 to 70 dB. Fig. 13 (b) shows us the Median CFAR
threshold image of Fig. 13 (a), in which we can see that the threshold image strength values are
between 5 to 15 dB. Fig. 13 (c) shows us that the detected target frequency components by using
Median CFAR Algorithm, in which we can see that the main frequency component around 190 Hz
has been successfully detected, and a few other frequency components around 580 Hz are also
successfully detected. Fig. 13 (d) shows us the integrated detected target frequency components
of Fig. 13 (c), in which we can see that the detection rates of the biggest frequency component
(around 190 Hz) is 46% (10/22), and the main frequency component is finally successfully
detected by vector (distribution) normalization and final thresholding, and its detected frequency
is 191.65 Hz. In Fig. 13 (d), we can also see that there is a frequency component around 580 Hz,
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in which the detection rate is relatively lower and it did not cross the final threshold after
distribution normalization.
5.3.3 ‘Naiad2’ Boat Signal Multiple Frame Detection Test
The proposed Median CFAR and multi-frame fusion algorithm has been tested on ‘Naiad2’ boat
signal, and the test results of the ‘Naiad2’ test case with multiple frame detection and fusion are
shown in Fig. 14.

(a) ‘Naiad2’ boat signal spectrum over multiple frames

(b) ‘Naiad2’ signal spectrum threshold image calculated
by using the proposed Median CFAR algorithm with
window size of 5

(c) Detected target frequency components by using the
proposed Median CFAR algorithm with window size of 5
and default sensitivity

(d) Integrated detected target frequency components by
using the proposed Median CFAR algorithm with
window size of 5 and default sensitivity

FIGURE 14: Multiple frame target frequency detection and fusion results of ‘Naiad2’ by using the proposed
Median CFAR Algorithm with window size of 5.

Fig. 14 (a) shows us that the ‘Naiad2’ boat signal has a diverse frequency distribution, and the
main boat generated frequency components are around 170 Hz with some frequency increasing
and decreasing (probably due to the accelerating or slowing down of the boat), and the strength
of these frequency components are between 30 to 70 dB. There is also some clutter (noise)
spread between 500 to 1000 Hz, which are definitely not boat-generated frequency components.
Fig. 14 (b) shows us the threshold image of Fig. 14 (a) that is calculated by the proposed
adaptive Median CFAR algorithm, in which we can see that the threshold image strength values
are between 5 to 15 dB (which are much smaller than the maximum value of signal components
of 80 dB). We can also see that the thresholds around the unknown clutter noise area between
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500 to 1000 Hz are very strong (about 15 dB), which are very helpful at removal of possible false
detection. Fig. 14 (c) shows us the detected target frequency components by using Median CFAR
Algorithm, in which we can see that the main frequency around 170 Hz has been successfully
detected, and the false detection possibly caused by some other unknown clutter (noise)
frequency components between 500 to 1000 Hz are successfully avoided (The clutter will
probably cause false detection, if we use constant threshold that is normally used in acoustic
signal processing and detection.). Fig. 14 (d) shows us the integrated detected target frequency
components of Fig. 14 (c), in which we can see that the detection rates of the three biggest
frequency components (around 170 Hz) are 68% (about 165 Hz), 45% (around 210 Hz) and 23%
(around 130 Hz), and the biggest main frequency component was finally successfully detected by
vector (distribution) normalization and final thresholding, and its detected frequency is 165.81 Hz.
In Fig. 12 (d), we can also see that the second and third biggest frequency components did not
cross the final threshold (under the 50% final detection threshold) after distribution normalization.
5.3.4 ‘Reef Heron1’ Boat Signal Multiple Frame Detection and Fusion Test
The proposed Median CFAR and multi-frame fusion algorithm has been tested on ‘Reef Heron1’
boat signal, and the test results of the ‘Reef Heron1’ test case with multiple frame detection and
fusion are shown in Fig. 15.

(a) ‘Reef Heron1’ boat signal spectrum over multiple
frames

(c) Detected target frequency components by using
the proposed Median CFAR algorithm with the
window size of 5 and default sensitivity

(b) ‘Reef Heron1’ boat signal spectrum threshold image
calculated by the proposed Median CFAR algorithm
with window size of 5

(d) Integrated detected target frequency components by
using the proposed Median CFAR algorithm with the
window size of 5 and default sensitivity

FIGURE 15: Multiple frame target frequency detection and fusion results of ‘Reef heron1’ by using
the proposed Median CFAR algorithm with window size of 5
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Fig. 15 (a) shows us that the “Reef Heron1” boat signal has pretty loosely distributed frequency
components in a very broad band range (in terms of our observation range), which spreads from
about 10 to 1000 Hz, with the strongest frequency components are around 680 and 450 Hz, and
the strength of these frequency components are between 30 to 45 dB. Fig. 15 (b) shows us the
Median CFAR threshold image of Fig. 15 (a), in which we can see that the threshold image
strength values are between 10 to 20 dB. Fig. 15 (c) shows us the detected target frequency
components by using Median CFAR Algorithm, in which we can see that the two main frequency
components at around 680 and 450 Hz have been successfully detected, and some other
frequency components between 10 to 450 Hz are also crossed the Median CFAR thresholds. Fig.
15 (d) shows us the integrated detected target frequency components of Fig. 15 (c), in which we
can see that the detection rates of the biggest frequency component (around 680 Hz) is 58%, and
this main frequency component was finally successfully detected by vector (distribution)
normalization and final thresholding, and its detected frequency is 682.60 Hz. In Fig. 15 (d), we
can also see that there are some frequency components between 10 and 450 Hz, in which the
detection rates are relatively lower, and that did not cross the final threshold after distribution
normalization.
5.3.4 ‘Reef Heron2’ boat signal multiple frame detection and fusion test
The proposed Median CFAR and multi-frame fusion algorithm has been tested on “Reef Heron2’”
boat signal, and the test results the ‘Reef Heron2’ test case with multiple frame detection and
fusion are shown in Fig. 16.

(a) ‘Reef Heron2’ boat signal spectrum over multiple
frames

(b) ‘Reef Heron2’ boat signal spectrum threshold image
calculated by the proposed Median CFAR algorithm
with the window size of 5
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(c) Detected target frequency components by using
the proposed Median CFAR algorithm with window
size of 5 and a default sensitivity

(d) Integrated detected target frequency components by
using the proposed Median CFAR algorithm with window
size of 5 and a default sensitivity.

FIGURE 16: Multiple frame target frequency components detection and fusion results (“Reef Heron2” by
using the proposed Median CFAR algorithm with window size of 5).

Fig. 16 (a) shows us that there are two main frequency components around 480 and 740 Hz in
the ‘Reef Heron2’ boat signal, and there are some frequency shifts around 480 Hz, probably
because of the change of the speed of boat engine. And there are some unknown clutter
frequency components that are around 800 Hz with the strength between 30 to 50 dB. Fig. 16 (b)
shows us that Median CFAR threshold image of Fig. 16 (a), in which we can see that the
threshold image strength values are between 10 to 25 dB. Fig. 16 (c) shows us that the detected
target frequency components by using Median CFAR Algorithm, in which we can see that the two
main frequency components at around 480 and 740 Hz have been successfully detected, but
some other sea clutter frequency components are too low to cross the Median CFAR thresholds,
in which some false detection are avoided. Fig. 16 (d) shows us the integrated detected target
frequency components of Fig. 16 (c), which shows us that there are several frequency
components around 700 Hz, and the detection rate of the biggest one around 680 Hz is above
65%. And the main frequency components that were successfully detected finally by vector
(distribution) normalization and final thresholding, are 478Hz and 480Hz. In Fig. 16 (d), we can
also see that the second biggest frequency component around 740 Hz, for which it’s the detection
rate is relatively lower, did not cross the final threshold after distribution normalization (under the
50% final detection threshold).
5.3.5 ‘Kuala Lumpur’ Boat Signal Multiple Frame Test
The proposed Median CFAR and Multi-Frame Fusion Algorithm has been tested on “Kuala
Lumpur” boat signal, and the test results of the ‘Kuala Lumpur’ test case with multiple frame
detection and fusion are shown in Fig. 17.
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(a) ‘Kuala Lumpur’ boat signal spectrum over multiple
frames

(c) Detected target frequency components using the
proposed Median CFAR algorithm with the window size
of 5 and a default sensitivity

(b) ‘Kuala Lumpur’ boat signal spectrum threshold
image calculated by the proposed Median CFAR
algorithm with the window Size of 5

(d) Integrated detected target frequency components by
using the proposed Median CFAR algorithm with the
window Size of 5 and a default sensitivity

FIGURE 17: Multiple frame target frequency detection fusion results of ‘Kuala Lumpur’ by using the
proposed Median CFAR algorithm with the window size of 5

Fig. 17 (a) shows us that the ‘Kuala Lumpur’ boat signal has one clear main frequency strip
(components) which are located around 310 (around 310 Hz, there is some frequency quick
increase in a very short time, probably because the speed of boat engine was increasing), and
the strength of these frequency components are between 30 to 50 dB. Fig. 17 (b) shows us the
Median CFAR threshold image of Fig. 16 (a), in which we can see that the threshold image
strength values are between 5 to 25 dB. Fig. 17 (c) shows us the detected target frequency
components by using Median CFAR Algorithm, in which we can see that the main frequency
component at around 280Hz have been successfully detected, and some other frequency
components a little below 280 Hz are also successfully detected. Fig. 17 (d) shows us the
integrated detected target frequency components of Fig. 17 (c), in which we can see the detection
rates of the biggest frequency component (around 680 Hz) is 65%, and this main frequency
component was finally successfully detected by vector (distribution) normalization and final
thresholding, and its detected frequency is 307.93Hz. In Fig. 17 (d), we can also see some other
frequency components just below 307.93 Hz, in which the detection rates are relatively lower, and
did not cross the final threshold after distribution normalization (under the 50% final detection
threshold).
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5.3.6 ‘No signal’ with only ‘white Gaussian noise’ test - multiple frame test results
The proposed Median CFAR and multi-frame fusion algorithm has been tested with ‘No Signal’
but only ‘White Gaussian Noise’ situation and the test results of the ‘White Gaussian Noise’ test
case with multiple frame detection and fusion are shown in Fig. 18.

(a) ‘White Gaussian Noise’ signal spectrum over
multiple frames

(c) Detected target frequencies using the proposed
Median CFAR algorithm with the window size of 5 and
a default sensitivity

(b) ‘White Gaussian Noise’ signal spectrum threshold Image
calculated by the proposed Median CFAR algorithm with
the window size of 5

(d) Integrated detected target frequencies using the
proposed Median CFAR algorithm with the window size
of 5 and a default sensitivity

FIGURE 18: Multiple frame target detection fusion results of no signal but only gaussian noise

Fig. 18 shows us that no target is detected and proved that the proposed Median CFAR and
Multi-Frame Fusion Algorithm can deal with the ‘No Signal’ case very well, which is often the case
in a very quiet ocean area with no boat traffic. This is due to the fact that the CFAR algorithm is
based on the idea of comparison of each frequency bin pixel with its neighborhood background
noise. In this test case, the difference between the value of every frequency bin pixel bin and their
thresholds is too small to cross the detection threshold.

6. RELATED WORKS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, a novel Adaptive Constant False Alarm Rate (ACFAR) and Post Detection Fusion
algorithms have been proposed for an effective automatic detection of marine vehicle generated
acoustic signal spectrum signature.
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1.

2.

3.

Compared with the traditional average CFAR algorithm （CA CFAR and CAGO CFAR）[23],
the proposed Median CFAR algorithm has the ability to remove the effects of signal
components while estimating the background noise, so the estimated noise level is much
more accurate, especially when there is signal component in certain frequency bin.
Compared with some other ship signature measurement algorithms, such as Kil Woo Chung
etc. DEMON Acoustic Ship Signature Measurements [34], the proposed detection algorithm
has extremely low false alarm (almost never has any false alarm), because of the accurate
estimate the background noise.
Compared with Hamed Komari Alaie and Hassan Farsi’s statistical algorithm [35], the
proposed algorithm is much easier for future engineering application.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, an Adaptive Constant False Alarm Rate (ACFAR) and post detection fusion
algorithms have been proposed based on the Neyman-Pearson criterion for an effective
automatic detection of marine vehicle generated acoustic signal spectrum signature, in which a
low constant false alarm rate is kept with extremely high detection rate. The proposed algorithms
have been tested on real acoustic signals recorded from hydrophone, called ‘Kimbla’, ‘Ferry’,
‘Naiad1’, ‘Naiad2’, ‘Reef heron1’, ‘Reef heron2’ and ‘Kuala Lumpur’ marine vehicle signals and
also on a pattern of white noise. The statistical analysis and experimental results showed that the
proposed algorithm has kept a very low false alarm rate and extremely high detection rate.
The following conclusions can also be drawn:
1) The proposed adaptive CFAR algorithm is used to detect signal spectrum signature in single
frame, which will keep our automatic target detection system at lower and constant false
alarm rate. This algorithm is especially good for detecting LOFAR target frequency
components.
2) The bigger the Median CFAR window, the lower frequency components in the threshold
signal image. In our experiment, the Median CFAR window size of 5 is appropriate for most
cases.
3) A magnitude (in the frequency domain) normalization and 40 dB amplification are used to
keep our automatic detector more robust.
4) With the default sensitivity value, most marine vehicle generated signal frequency
components are correctly detected. Decreasing sensitivity value makes the false detection
rate (alarm rate) lower, and less frequency components will be detected at the same time.
5) The fusion of single frame detected frequency components will make the detection much
more robust. For example, with the fusion of 20 frames, the possibility of correct target
detection increases dramatically.
6) In order to deal with various kinds of detected targets situation and increase the probability of
target detection, ‘Integrated targets vector normalization ( k p p p )’ and 40 dB amplification

7)

8)

are used to keep our final detection more robust and reliable (increase probability of correct
detection.).
In the experiments, the detected boat generated frequencies of ‘Kimbla’, ‘Ferry’, ‘Naiad1’,
‘Naiad2’, ‘Reef heron1’, ‘Reef heron2’ and ‘Kuala Lumpur’ are 159.35 Hz, 71.06 Hz (and
439.28 Hz), 191.65 Hz, 165.81 Hz, 682.6025 Hz, 478.0371Hz (and 480.1904) Hz, and
307.9248 Hz respectively, which correspond very closely to the “ground truth”.
In the ‘No Signal’ with only ‘White Gaussian Noise’ test case, no target frequency component
is detected. That proved that the proposed Median CFAR and Multi-Frame Fusion Algorithm
can deal with ‘No Signal’ case very well. That because of the CFAR algorithm is based on
the idea of comparison of each frequency bin pixel with its neighborhood background noise.
In this test case, the difference between the value of every frequency bin pixel bin and their
thresholds is too small to cross ‘the detection threshold’.

Future work:
1) Recognition - The detected spectrum signatures can be used for ship recognition and
tracking in the future, in which the study of similarity measures between ship spectrum
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2)

3)

signatures, and the neural network can also be possibly applied for the recognition of
detected ships, based on a database of collected spectrum signatures.
Tracking-The proposed real time processing and detecting based sonars can be connected
into a worldwide undersea network, in which the ships around each sonar can be detected,
tracked, and displayed in a control center.
Arrays processing - Sonar array processing based on the proposed algorithm as a building
block can also be used to increase the SNR of input signal, or detect the direction of
incoming ships,
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